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Abstract. A large number of games are available to students and instructors that aid in developing a basic understanding of how to read and
write programs. In this paper we review the existing serious programming game literature and examine the educational content and game
evaluations of 49 games. First, we assess all games with respect to the
programming fundamentals specified in the ACM 2013 Computer Science Curricula guidelines. Next, we review how each game is evaluated
with respect to likability, accessibility, learning effect and engagement. In
addition to the evaluated research questions, we also review the research
methods used in the evaluations. Based on the results of our survey we
conclude by identifying a number of open problems in the serious programming games literature.
Keywords: Computer Science · Education · Game Evaluation · Programming · Serious Games · Survey · Systematic Review.
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Introduction

Within the field of game-based Computer Science learning, a large number of
games have been developed that focus on computer programming [55]. Unfortunately, serious programming games are often developed independently; existing
work does not focus on methods that improve gameplay, and there is a need to
analyze the use of games to support introductory programming [27].This means
games may be created without learning from existing games, especially if games
are not available via open-source licensing or other methods. Additionally, many
serious games that claim to have positive outcomes for players lack any scientific validation [44]. Without any supporting evidence, it is difficult to compare
serious games and judge which are the most effective learning tools.
In this paper we survey 49 serious programming games with respect to both
game content and evaluation. Specifically, we survey these games to answer the
following research questions:
– What programming knowledge is covered by existing serious games?
– How are serious programming games evaluated?
The games included in our survey are exclusively games that involve reading
and/or writing programs in order to help players develop computer programming skills. The goal of our review is to provide a comprehensive overview of the
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state-of-the-art research in these serious programming games while also identifying open research problems. The open problems we identified fall into two categories: new opportunities for serious games development and new opportunities
for enhancing evaluation best practices. Our review methodology is described in
Section 2 followed by our review results in Section 3. Related work is discussed in
Section 4. Finally, we discuss our results and present open problems in Section 5.

2

Methodology

2.1

Identification and Selection Criteria

We used different selection criteria for our categories of research and commercial games. The search term we used for both was “introductory programming
games”. Research games were first gathered using the top 200 results from a
Google Scholar web search in English, then pruned based on our exclusion criteria. We then selected games that were discussed in the related works sections
of those papers that fit our criteria. For inclusion in the study, research games
must have an associated peer-reviewed paper or be the subject of a thesis project.
Games developed by researchers with no oversight were excluded. Unfortunately,
not all research games were available to be played and we therefore had to evaluate some based only on their descriptions and not a first-hand evaluation. Commercial games were collected using a Google web search and through online game
stores1 . This includes games like Code Hunt [53], which is a game developed by
Microsoft Research, but has been discussed in several peer-reviewed papers.
2.2

Classification Criteria

Audience. The targeted audiences for serious programming games is broken
down into four separate categories:
1

Commercial sources such as the iOS game store, Google Play Store,
HourOfCode.com, and Tynker.com offer over 100 different programming games, typically aimed at children. However, many of these games follow a similar approach or
share visual programming environments. We chose to only include a small sample
from these websites due to the high degree of game overlap and similarity.
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Children (age 5-13)
High school students (age 14-17)
Undergraduate novices (age 18+, no programming experience)
Undergraduate adepts (age 18+, programming experience)

Educational Content. The 2013 ACM Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree Programs in Computer Science [7] include areas of knowledge for
students learning programming (see Figure 1). The concepts we selected were
from the Tier 1 list of knowledge areas for computer science, meaning that the
topics are intended to be introduced to students in their first or second years of
study at the undergraduate level.
We focused on the Software Development Fundamentals (SDFs) and Software Engineering (SE) knowledge areas. SDFs are critical for students to become
both competent at programming and knowledgeable about designing and analyzing algorithms. The other software-oriented knowledge areas discussed in the
ACM Curriculum require students to have strong foundations in SDFs. In addition, a number of games have been developed to help students understand the
object-oriented paradigm; we chose to include this specific section of Software
Engineering to acknowledge the multitude of games that included or focused
on object-oriented development. Due to space limitations, we chose to exclude
knowledge areas and concepts that were not included in more than two games.
We differentiate between the inclusion of educational content with a primary
focus versus a secondary focus. Educational content that is classified as being
a primary focus of a given serious game indicates that the game designers emphasize that their game is designed to teach that content. In cases where the
primary focus is not explicitly stated, we make a determination based on play
testing or on a description of the game play. Alternatively, if educational content
is present in a serious game but not emphasized, we classify this as having a secondary focus. Content with a secondary focus may be introduced in the game
or may need to be learned prior to playing.
Evaluation. When available, we also review and classify the evaluation of a serious game2 . First, we identify which games evaluate learning outcomes, player
engagement, positive feedback, and accessibility. Second, we classify the evaluation methods used, ranging from informal player feedback and game results to
full empirical studies about learning outcomes.

3

Results

We identified 49 serious programming games that met our selection criteria –
36 research games and 13 commercial games. Approximately half (23) of these
games can be downloaded or played online.
2

Serious games with evaluations are primarily a subset of those that have accompanying research papers, technical reports or theses.
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Table 1. Classification of serious programming games based on educational content
ACM Computer Science Curricula 2013 – System Development Fundamentals & Software Engineering

Minecraft: Hero’s Journey [2]

Children

Code Combat [3]
ToonTalk [26]
PlayLogo 3D [43]
Software KIDS [48]
Cquest [50]

High School

World of Variables [64]
Unnamed RPG [13]
May's Journey [23]
Co.Co.I.A. [45]
RoboBuilder [59]
Super Markup Man [3]
Human Resource Machine [5]

Unnamed Maze [8]
Unnamed Puzzle [16]
Wu's Castle [20]
University (no programming experience)

BOTS [22]
Pythia [25]
Program Your Robot [27]
IRPG [30]
Leek Wars [31]
Gidget [33]
Train B&P [34]
LightBot 2.0 [38]
Robot ON! [39]
Prog&Play [41]
Cube Game [46]
The Catacombs [47]
Project Orion [49]
No Bug's Snack Bar [56]
Bomberman Game [60]
Capital Tycoon [62]
Codingame [1]
Code Fights [4]
Saving Sera [9]

University (programming experience)

Ruby Warrior [10]
EleMental [14]
Screeps [15]
Resource Craft [24]
Critical Mass [32]
Unnamed Prototype [35]
RoboCode [36]
CMX [37]
RoboBUG [40]
Super Mario Collaborative [52]

Code Hunt [53]
Pex4Fun [54]
Soccercode [58]
Program Pacman [63]
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5

Audience

The largest audience of the surveyed games was undergraduate novices with
no programming experience (21 games) followed by undergraduates with some
programming experience (17 games), children (seven games) and high school
students (four games).
3.2

Educational Content

The educational content in each game was assessed based on the knowledge areas
identified in the ACM Computer Science Curricula 2013 (see Table 1):
– Algorithms and Design: this SDF unit covers the importance of algorithms in problem-solving, including mathematical functions and divide-andconquer strategies. The comparison of algorithms in the surveyed serious
games was not widely covered. An exception was the Human Resource Machine game in which players are incentivized to minimize the number of
instructions and steps taken to complete tasks. When algorithm comparison
was included, it was often done informally and without any mention of algorithmic complexity. Interestingly, only 21 of the 49 games had an emphasis
on problem solving. For example, Robocode [36] is not problem solving-based
but is instead competition-based with players completing programming challenges against opponents.
– Fundamental Programming Concepts: these are the most commonly
targeted topics for serious programming games, which is consistent with the
goal of introducing students to programming and helping them learn how to
read and write code. ‘Syntax and Semantics’ was the most commonly covered
concept with 30 games using some sort of written programming language; the
remaining games used a drag-and-drop block interface for creating programs,
or use a high-level language with little room for error (e.g. Gidget [33]).
The next most widely covered concept was ‘conditionals and iteratives’ with
28 games, followed by ‘variables and primitive data types’ with 23 games.
Not all games required fundamental concepts like variables. For example,
PlayLogo 3D [43] does not include variables as players need only submit
individual commands with functions to play the game. While ‘Recursion’
was the primary focus of several games [9, 14, 32], it was one of the least
covered concepts along with ‘Input and Output.’ This result was surprising
given that the target audience for many of the games was university students
with some programming experience.
– Fundamental Data Structures: the most common data structure concepts were ‘arrays and lists’ (13 games) and ‘heterogeneous structures’ (12
games). Few research papers explicitly stated a focus on data structures, and
our identification was primarily the result of game testing and reading game
play descriptions. ‘Abstract data types’ were not included in most games.
Exceptions include Critical Mass [32], which required players to navigate
a tree structure. Finally, ‘string processing’ was only a secondary focus of
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three games, and other ACM concepts including ‘linked lists’ and ‘referencing’ were not targeted by any of the games.
– Development Methods: ‘debugging’ was the most commonly targeted
development concept, with 12 games featuring some focus on debugging
code. However, this does not include all of the ACM’s program correctness
topics (e.g. test-case generation, unit testing). Even the games that choose to
focus on debugging [40, 33] are not comprehensive with respect to debugging
topics. ‘Program comprehension’ was the focus of a few games, but the vast
majority of games required players to write their own code. CodeFights is
an example of a game where players must interpret code written by someone
else and develop program comprehension skills through trying to understand
foreign code. Although games with real programming languages allow for
commenting, very few games focused on documentation and program style,
and only did so as a secondary focus. Other development methods, including
refactoring and the use of software libraries, were not covered by the games.
– Software Design: the majority of software design areas presented by the
ACM are intended for learners above the beginner level. However, the curriculum indicates that software design should be covered at an early stage.
IBM’s Robocode [12, 21, 36, 42] has a strong focus on software design –
specifically object-oriented (OO) design, as players learn about abstraction
through the use and modification of the game’s robot objects.
3.3

Learning Focus

Identifying the primary focus of serious programming games was especially difficult when not explicitly stated by the game designers. When not stated, we
based our identification of a primary focus from playing the available games
and inferring based on the content of the research papers. In the end we found
that 18 games focused primarily on general introductory programming, without
a specific topic. Most of these 18 games included other fundamental programming concepts, but there were some research papers that introduced a game for
learning introductory programming without detailing specific content. Problem
solving was the second most common focus, with 7 different games. One example of this is Lightbot 2.0 [38], where players do not learn a programming
language but do develop an understanding of sequencing and implementation
of algorithms. The general trend of programming games that focus on problem
solving is that they target simple problems and program-based solutions, with
limited or no emphasis on formality.
3.4

Evaluation

A variety of evaluation methods were used in the surveyed games (see Table 2)
– 23 surveys, 11 sets of game play statistics, 10 skill tests, four sets of interviews
and one evaluation using expert feedback. 21 games used only one evaluation
method while 14 used multiple methods. The most common evaluation subject
matter was positive feedback. There were 21 cases of participants reporting that
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Table 2. Classification of serious programming games based on evaluations methods

Children

ToonTalk [26]
PlayLogo 3D [43]
Software KIDS [48]

High School

Cquest [50]
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May's Journey [23]
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Prog&Play [41]
The Catacombs [47]
Project Orion [49]
No Bug's Snack Bar [56]
Capital Tycoon [62]

University (programming experience)

Saving Sera [9]
EleMental [14]
Resource Craft [24]
Critical Mass [32]
Unnamed Prototype [35]
RoboCode [36]
CMX [37]
RoboBUG [40]
Code Hunt [53]
Pex4Fun [54]
Soccercode [58]
Program Pacman [63]
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they liked a game, often through a survey. 16 games were evaluated for learning
effects on the players, but unfortunately seven of these did not have a statistically
significant learning effect. Although many of the papers cited engagement as a
motivation for using serious games, only 11 were actually evaluated for player
engagement. Finally, only eight of the games were tested for accessibility.

4

Related Work

Although there are reviews that investigate the impact of serious games [17, 19],
there is very little research focusing on serious programming games. One exception is a review by Vahldick et al. [55], that focuses specifically on games for
improving introductory programming skills. The review categorizes 40 games by
type (Logo-based, adventure, general), platform (Windows, iOS, Java, Web, Android, Linux), competency (writing, reading, debugging), topic (including some
of the ACM 2013 CS curricula topics from SDFs), and language (Textual/visual
block graphics, Java/Javascript, C/C++/C#, and others).
Our work has two similarities with the Vahldick et al. review – first, 15
games are included in both studies and second, both studies survey the learning
topics or content of the games. With regard to this overlap, we have included 34
games in our study that were not included by Vahldick et al. Furthermore, 25
games included in their study were not included in ours. Reasons for exclusion
include: 13 games were outside of our selection criteria (e.g., non-english, not
focused on learning programming), four games were extremely similar to other
games in the survey, and eight games were no longer available online and did
not have published papers. Our initial intention was to include as many of the
previously studied games as possible in order to reproduce and validate the
learning portion of the Vahldick et al. results. However, this was not possible
as many of the overlapping games have been updated in the three years since
their study and we no longer have access to the versions of games surveyed. The
main difference between our work and the Vahldick et al. review is that we have
surveyed a wider selection of games with the intention of assessing the learning
aspects of the games (learning content and learning evaluation) as opposed to
the game characteristics (e.g., platform, language, genre).

5

Discussion & Conclusion

Our results show that the 49 serious programming games surveyed focus primarily on a subset of the ACM computing knowledge areas. Unfortunately, many
of the games are not released publicly and we were unable to independently
verify the learning content of these games through play testing. The lack of
access is problematic for both researchers developing computer science educational games and instructors seeking to find effective learning tools. The surveyed
serious games focus largely on the problem solving and fundamental programming concepts knowledge areas. There are a lack of games that focus on data
structures, development methods and software design. Furthermore, while the
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primary learning focus of many games was introductory programming, few of
the games appear to cover all of the ACM’s SDFs. This indicates a need to
determine if new serious programming games can bridge the curricula
gaps. It is possible that some SDFs are not well suited for game-based learning.
With respect to game design, we observed that the majority of the games were
not multiplayer. There is a need for further research on the learning benefits of competitive and collaborative serious games for programming.
We also observed that while a number of games were designed with accessibility
and inclusivity in mind (e.g. Saving Sera [9], May’s Journey [23]), many did not
include any detail on these important aspects of design. This maybe an indicator that best practices for accessible and inclusive design of serious
programming games need to be adopted.
With respect to the evaluation of serious program games, we were unable
to observe common methodological practices other than a tendency to assess if
players liked a game. This indicates a need for the establishment of best
practices in evaluating serious programming games. We believe that the
use of alternative evaluation methods in addition to in-class studies would be
beneficial. In particular, it may be helpful to consider controlled experiments
and expert feedback (e.g. used only in PlayLOGO 3D [43]) in combination with
playability heuristics [18]. Finally, in addition to establishing best practices for
evaluation, there is a need for third-party evaluations. Third-party evaluations do not suffer from self-confirmatory bias, provide valuable data that can
independently validate a serious game’s learning effects, and can lead to wider
adoption of serious games in Computer Science education.
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